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Everyday in the classroom, we have a problem with where to put our
jackets and remembering to take them home with us at the end of the
day. As it gets colder we learned that there is less room to hang our
jackets because the jackets are bigger. We have a place to put them,
either on our waist or on a chair that is just for jackets. It is
uncomfortable to sit on the jackets and when they are on the chair they
fall off. We also forget out jackets. We want to come up with a system
that hangs our jackets in one place and can be mobile at the end of the
day to bring our jackets to us so we don't forget them. We will design 7
different prototypes to hang jackets and to deliver them to us with a
remote control car. We will look to se which prototype stays up on a
remote control car as it moves through the classroom, the fastest and
with the most accuracy.

PROBLEM

WHAT ARE WE TRYING TO SOLVE

RESEARCH
•What is Robotics
Scientists and engineers have figured out that robots are needed to help with jobs and tasks that are important
in businesses, medical care, cleaning and many other areas.
Robotics is the part science where scientists learn about and create robots or machines that can do work
(Hightower)
A robot is a mechanical device that can be programmed to follow a set of instructions. (The Conversation)

•Why Robotics are important
Robotics is important because it creates a variety of robots, or machines, that can do important work that keeps
us healthy and makes jobs easier.
We use robots in our everyday lives already. Washing machine are robots that do a simple task--cleaning
clothes--that would take humans much longer to do. (Hightower)

•Benefits of robots
Because scientists have been working hard on robotics, robots have a lot more uses.
Robots are now more user friendly, intelligent, and most importantly affordable.
Robots are being used in every area and found jobs in every field. From building and manufacturing to the
medical field with assisting in surgeries. Robots are helpful. (RobotWorx)

WHAT IT DOES
We will construct seven different types of prototypes combing
different designs and material available. Each prototype will
have the main component of popsicle sticks and straws as the
holders for the jackets and the stand. Each prototype also
must carry four 4 x 4 inch squares of craft felt.
Some of the variables are but not limited to, tape, popsicle
sticks, rubber bands, and aluminum pie plates. Each of these
variables will be added to the different prototypes to increase
accuracy and will be tested to see if accuracy can be improved
as well as distance.
In the beginning, we thought of many items that would help
make the remote jacket carrier work with more accuracy and
stay on the remote control car as it maneuvers through a
course.

MATERIALS
•Popsicle sticks
•straws
•masking tape
•cardboard tubes
•aluminum pie plates
•Tape
•Rubberbands
•Cotton balls
•button magnets
•magnetic tape
Note: Each prototype had a different design and materials
used. Students listed the materials used as well as
modifications with materials in individual journal notes.
Students created a design and combined designs to create a
prototype out of materials available.

DESIGN
1.Create a drawing of a prototype
2.Decide on materials needed for each prototype
3.Build a variety of prototypes using different materials.
4.Test prototype for size and ability to stay on the
remote control card without permanently attaching to
the car.
5.Measure and design tracks for car to be tested.
6.Test each prototype from time trial and accuracy of
completing track
7.Make final modifications.
8.Test all prototypes again to find accuracy and
distance.

BUILDING AND TESTING PROTOTYPES
STUDENTS BUILT PROTOTYPES IN GROUPS OF 3-4 STUDENTS

1.Prototype 1 paper
•Popsicle sticks taped together, rubber bands to hold on
materials, lots of tape
•Prototype completed test run
2.Prototype 2
•Popsicle sticks with x at the top to hold the jackets on.
Cardboard tubing as base.
•Prototype completed test run
3.Prototype 3
•Square base made of popsicles sticks, cardboard tubes,
starts bent and coming off top of tube.
•Prototype completed test run
4.Prototype 4
•3 aluminum pie plates taped together, 2 straws to hook
into car
•Prototype completed test run

5.Prototype 5
•Base is a aluminum pie plate, tube made of popsicle
sticks and tape
•Prototype completed test run
6.Prototype 6
•Aluminum pie plate for base, 2 straws for hooking into
the car
•Prototype completed test run
7.Prototype 7
•Aluminum pie plate as base and as a flap to keep
materials in place
•Prototype fell off car after 3 feet.

RESULTS AND DATA
Prototype
Prototype 1

Time trial

1

15.35 X
Fell on track

2
X
Fell on track
at 2.73

3
X
Fell on track
at 2.21

4
X
Fell on track
at 3.69

X

Prototype 2

10.71

6.93

Prototype 3

15.08

X at carpet
7.25

4.04

3.91

4.30 X

Prototype 4

11.36

7.03

3.76

3.65

3.75

Prototype 5

12.03

Prototype 6

8.33

Prototype 7

—
No time fell
off at start

*** All results are in seconds to the
hundredths.

Avg.

4.08

XX
Fell on track Fell on track
8.75 6.87

X
Fell on track
1.98

X
Fell on track
3.65

3.72
X

6.54

3.05

3.85

3.35

3.41

X
Fell on track
2.03

3.88

2.92

4.41

3.73

After all tests were completed it was
easy to see that the balls did launch
however, how far they went depended
on rubber band use and spoon
placement.

RESULTS AND DATA
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Prototype 1
Prototype 4
Prototype 7

Prototype 2
Prototype 5

Prototype 3
Prototype 6

5

6

3.75

4

2.5

2

1.25

0

0
Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Average 1
Average 5

Average 2
Average 6

Average 3
Average 7

Average 4

LIMITATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
LimitationsFinding a speed that was consistent for every trial proved to be very difficult. It was also hard to control the remote
and needed someone with a lot of practice
Materials kept falling off of prototype and were breaking when trying to build prototypes
Turning around corners and keeping the speed consistent was a challenge. The carpet was bumpy which made it hard
to do as well.
Attaching the jackets and determining what was the best way to keep them on was hard because many of the “jackets”
didn't have hoods or zippers. We know we couldn't just hang the cloth over the sticks because they would fall off when
the car moved.
ImplicationsThis prototype could essentially help many classrooms with making sure jackets had a place to hang up off the floor
Using this, other businesses could also use this to help their customers.
A great addition would be to add an alarm or reminder system on the robot to set a reminder to start the jacket chair at
the end of the day and pass out the jackets.
Another addition would be to find a way to have the robot deliver the jackets off of robotic arm.

CONCLUSION
Through the design process, we learned that it can be very hard to get the prototype to stick to the car. We had to try over and over agin before we
even made it to the actual testing phase. We learned that you have to try over and over again. Accuracy became less important and the main problem
to solve was just to attach it to the car.
It was very difficult to come up with a main design because everyone had different ideas that would work. After adding all of the teams ideas we
were able to come up with designs that worked and ways to make them better. Sometimes a design change would make it better, other times the ball
flew in the wrong direction or ended up hitting someone in the head.
Some things that we learned were that you have to work together. One person amy have a great idea on paper but when you actually build it and
test it, the design does not work out as well. We also learned to never give up. One student was ready to give up but with the help of teammates and a
break was able to see that the results.
We would change the amount of tests to more test and modifications to allow the catapult prototypes to launch further The ball would have a
greater ability to go far if there were more tests and chances to change the designs.
After all tests were complete it was easy to see the best design was that of prototype 6. The design allowed for the robotics. The bucket to hold the
ball was not to heavy and in a good position to launch. Also the ball went the furthest and always stayed in a forward launching position.
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